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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis the writer proposes to develop certain 
metric applications of chosen projective theorems. Metric 
geometry, the geometry of Euclid, concerns itself with lengths, 
angles and areas; whereas projective geometry concerns itself 
with the properties of figures which are preserved under all 
projections. Metric properties are preserved by the projection 
of rigid motion but not by all projections; thus metric 
geometry is a subgeometry of projective geometry. 
Many familiar metric theorems can be obtained by taking 
special cases of the more general projective theorems. The 
writer is interested in pointing out certain ones of these 
and establishing the results as special cases of more general 
theorems. 
In this treatise we shall use the analytic axjproach, that 
of algebraic symbol notations and computations for geometric 
interpretation, rather than the synthetic method which is 
based on formal logic. 
For the analytic approach the writer must introduce 
certain ideas and terms which would not be required in the 
synthetic approach to the subject. These are presented in 
Chapter II in as brief a manner as the writer deemed consistent 
with a thorough understanding of the theorems to follow. 
Chapter III deals with the projective theorems considered 
and their metric applications. These deal for the most part 
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with linear dependence, harmonic division, vanishing points, 
and involutions. In each section the projective theorems 
with proof are given and the metric applications follow. 
Some of the outstanding contributors to the field are: 
Poncelet, (1789-1867), who was the real founder of the 
projective geometry; Desargues, (1593-1662), whose important 
"Triangle Theorem" underlies many projective theories; and 
Klein, (1849-1925), whose development was from the point of 
view of the classification of figures on the basis of their 
behavior when subjected to certain operations. 
I wish to acknowledge my deep obligation to Miss Georgia 
A. Caldwell of Spelman College, for valuable assistance in 
the preparation of this manuscript, and extend to her sincere 
appreciation. 
CHAPTER II 
DEFINITIONS AND EXPLANATIONS OF 
NOTATIONS 
1. Homogeneous Cartesian Coordinates. Any point P in 
a plane can be located uniquely by means of its distances 
from two perpendicular lines. These distances, say (x,yj, 
are called non-homogeneous Cartesian coordinates of the point. 
This system is called the rectangular coordinate system or 
Cartesian coordinate system. 
Homogeneous coordinates of the finite point P are any 
three numbers xp,X2,x3 for which 
(l) x^ s x, xg s y where x3 ^ 0 . 
"*3“ *3 
We have thus assigned homogeneous coordinates for all 
finite points of the plane, thus exhausting all number triples 
except those with x3 = 0. 
We may define an ideal point as the point of intersection 
of two parallel lines designated as a point at infinity. Since 
two non-parallel lines meet in only one point, it is advan¬ 
tageous to create only one ideal point on the line. 
There are no coordinates for such points in the non- 
homogeneous coordinate system described above because all 
number pairs have been assigned to finite points. But in the 
homogeneous coordinate system, we have still the number triples 
in which x3 s 0. Since there is but one point at infinity on 
all lines with a given direction, the point at infinity in 





can be assigned to the point at infinity in the direction of 
slope i\ as a set of homogeneous coordinates. 
The equation of a straight line L, in non-homogeneous 
coordinates,is : 
(2) axx +- a2y + * 0 
If in the equation we make substitutions for x and y from 
equation (l) and clear the equation of fractions, we obtain 
the equation 
( 3 ) a-Lx1 + a2x2 + a5x3 =. 0 
as the equation in the homogeneous coordinates of the line. 
"■Homogeneous Cartesian coordinates were introduced in 
1835 by the German geometer and physicist, Pluecker", (1801-68 
2. Linear Dependence. The number pairs a^,a2 and b^, 
b^ are said to be proportional if there exist two numbers, k, 
and JL, not both zero, such that 
( 1 ) ka-^ + lb = 0, ka^ ■+ j£b2s 0. 
Sucli numbers can be found if the determinant of their coef¬ 
ficients is equal to zero: 
a-^ b 
ai b 3-°- 
Extending the definition to two sets of three numbers 
we have: The number triples 
( 2, ) a, i a9 , a, « 
bl» b2» b3 
are linearly dependent if and only if two numbers, k and X, 
not both zero, can be found such that 
(3) ka^ 4 Übi = 0, ka^ 4 £bg z 0» ka^ 4 ^bj - 0; 
1 
W.C. Graustein, Introduction to Higher Geometry, Hew York, 
1930, p.30 
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that is, the three number triples are linearly dependent 
when the system (3) of the three homogeneous linear 
equations has solutions for k and jd, other than tne trivial 
solution, 0,0. 
Applying the idea of linear dependence to three number 
triples we have: The number triples 
(4) a^, ag, 35» 
bl» b^» b3, 
cl> c2* 03 
are linearly dependent if and only if three numbers, k ,jt>, m, 
not all zero, exist such that 
( 5 ) ka^ / bp + mcp - 0, 
ka0 •+■ Jt b0 + mcp r 0, 
'2. ^ ' 2 ^ “~2 
ka„ + j[ b^ + mc^ = 0 . 
This will be true if the determinant of the coefficients of 
m, is equal to zero: 
al* bl* C1 
ao » b'j * C',-> - 0 '2 ’ ~2’ "2 
a3* b3> b3 
In general m number triples are linearly dependent if 
the rank of their matrix is less than m. It follows,tnerefore, 
that more than three number triples are always linearly de¬ 
pendent . 
The two lines 
(6)^5 a1x1 + a^Xj a3x3 = 0 
3 = blxl + b2x2 + b3x3 = 0 
arc linearly dependent if and only if two constants k, 
not both zero, exist such that 
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(7) 0; that is, such that kap 4 (i bp s 0, 
ka<j r 0, ka3 + £, b5 = 0. 
The definition of linear dependence for any number of 
lines is the same as that for two lines. Thus, the three lines, 
J\ s apXp + aax? + a2x3 s 0, 
P* bl*! , baxa , bjX3 ; 0, 
Yî ^ t <=2
X
2 * 03x3 : 0, 
are linearly dependent, if and only if there exist three con¬ 
stants, k,^, m, not all zero, such that 
k<?i^ l 0, that is, such that 
ka^ 4/bp 4 mcp = 0, 
ka^ -f/bg 4 mc^ = 0, 
ka3 -f J!b3 4- mc^ - 0. 
The determinant of the coefficients of k , Jl, m, m ust then 
be equal to zero: al* bl* C1 
a2' b2’ C2 
- 0 
a3* b3’ c3 
3. Linear Combination. The number triple Cp, c^, c^, 
is called a linear combination of the number triples ap, a^, 
a^ and bp, b^, b3, if two numbers, k, * exist such that 
( 1 ) C1 r kax 4 ( bp,. - ka^ 4 ^£b^, 
Cj - ka^ 4 (!. b2 » 
Generalizing, we have the number set hp, h, .h^ 
is a linear combination of the number sets a-^, a^...  ,an; 
bf, b ..........,bQ;   . ; gp, g^, gQ if numbers 
A, 3 .G can be found such that the n equations 
(2) ht r Aap-t-Bbi f Ggp ( i = 1,2,3, n) 
are satisfied. 
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A linear combination of 
0 is 
two straight lines, d\ - 0, 
that is 
(kap +-Xb1)x 4- (ka2 + Xb^Jx^ +■ (ka3 + j^b3Jx3 - Q 
where k and JL are constants, not both zero* 
A linear combination of two distinct straight lines is a 
straight line through their point of intersection. 
A linear combination of the coordinates of two points is 
a point on the line which joins them. 
4. Harmonic Division. The algebraic ratio A> in which 
P divides the finite line-segment PpP^ is defined as the 
quotient of the directed line-segments PP^ ,PPr>: 
Two distinct points ^^ on a finite line L separate 
P^P^ harmonically when the ratio in which P^ divides <^p, 
is the negative of the ratio in which P^ divides i^p, ^2 : 
h) --4 or 
vi 
The constant ratio M . in which L divides two finite 
lines Lp and L2 is defined as the quotient of the directed 
distances and measured from Lp and L^, respectively, to 
an arbitrary point on L: 
1 
D2 
Two distinct lines Mp, through a point P are said to 
separate harmonically two other lines Lp,L^ through P if 
the algebraic ratios/^ , //, in which they divide are 
-b- 
negatives of one another: 
Mi --Mo. °r 2i --Ms 
Vi ' Va 
5. Cross Ratio. Let , L^» L3, L4 be four concurrent 
lines. The quotient of the ratio in which divides the lines 
L , L. to the ratio in which L4 divides L , LQ is known as a 
cros3 ratio, or anharmonic ratio of the four lines denoted by 
the symbol (L^ L^, L3 L4): 
(l) (L1 L.'jiLz L4) = Ratio in which L3 divides 
Ratio in which L4 divides 
If L^L^, ^3.1*4 have respectively the coordinates a,b,a i A^b, 
a then 
(L! V L3 L4) *jrr 
Likewise, if we have given P^, P^, P3, P^,four distinct 
collinear points, the cross ratio is the quotient of the 
ratio in which P3 divides P-^P^ to the ratio to which P^ 
divides P^P^ : 
(a) (î^ Pg, P3 P4) = Ratio in which P5 divides P1P2 
Ratio in which P^ divides p p 





4) : 2J_.'AA,- \> *° • 
ratio and harmonic division are projective properties. 
6. Vanishing Points. In a projectivity between two 
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ranges of points, L-^ and L, the vanishing point on L is the 
point on L that projects into the point at infinity on 
Thus, in Figure 1, V is the vanishing point on L. Similarly, 
W is the vanishing point on L^. 
7. Transformations and Involutions. We are familiar 
with the equations 
( 1 ) x'» - x +- a , yJ s y *+- b and 
(2) x1 = x cos 6 - y sine , y* - x sine -4-y cose 
for translation and rotation, respectively, of a plane, where 
translation of a plane consists in moving each point in the 
plane a given distance in a given direction, and rotation 
consists of rotating the plane about the origin through the 
angle e> . These two transformations are known as rigid motions 
since they alter only the position of any configuration in 
the plane* Distances and angles are preserved by all rigid 
motions. 
The inverse of a transformation T is the transformation 
that carries all points back into their original position. The 
inverse is denoted by the symbol T , 
A correspondence between two ranges of points which is 
one-to-one and preserves cross^ratio is known as a one- 
dimensional projective correspondence. The transformation 
determined by a projective correspondence we call a projective 
transformation and in homogeneous coordinates, it has the form 
(3, A i " alxi + S-2X2‘ 
Ai= b,x. + b„x. ‘2 “11 T 2A2 
or in non-homogeneous coordinates, the form 
f+o, 
SI-» 3*Q 
'f = TT1  
*>lx + b2 (4) 
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Such transformations are one-diraensional linear transformations 
An element is a fixed or double element of the trans¬ 
formation (3) if it is carried by (3) into itself. A linear 
transformation, other than the identity, nas two fixed elements 
According as the fixed elements are real and distinct, real 
and coincident, or conjugate imaginary, the transformation is 
called a hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic transformation. A 
non-parabolic linear transformation is uniquely determined by 
its douole elements and a pair of corresponding elements. 
8. Isotropic Lines and Circular Points at Infinity. 
A line whose slope is -i or i, where i is equal to the square 
root of -1, is called an isotropic. There would be two iso¬ 
tropic lines through every point in the plane, one with slope 
i and one with slope -i. 
Also there would be a point at infinity in each of these 
directions, the circular points at infinity, so called oecause 
every circle goes through the vertices, I and J, of the 
pencil of isotropic lines. 
Homogeneous coordinates for the circular points at 
infinity, I and J, are (1, -i, 0) and (l, i, 0), respectively. 
Isotropies of the same kind are isotropies with the 
same slope. 
CHAPTER HI 
SOME PROJECTIVE PROPERTIES OV PLANE ElCURES 
WITH METRIC APPLICATIONS 
1. Linear Dependence. 
(a) Pro.jective Theorems 
Theorem 1. Three lines are linearly dependent if 
and only if they are concurrent. 
Proof : 
Given the three linesy 
(1) CTSS a1x1 -f-4- a3X5 = 0, 
* hxx! 4- b2x2 -f b3x3 =• 0, 
clXl + c^x^ **" 
C3x3 S °* 
By definition the three lines are linearly dependent if three 
constants, k,^, m, not all zero, exist, such that 
k éL+ 
If we assume that m ^ 0, then 




This identity says that the line'>' = 0 is the same as the line 
-k cA ~ JLJi I 0 , or k<^ 0 . 
m m 
Therefore.-'x - 0 passes through the point of intersection 
of 0 and j3 s 0, if they are distinct, and is identical 
with them if they coincide. 
Conversely, if <h - 0, $ : 0 ,v"= 0 are three concurrent 
lines, and if - 0 and- 0 are distinct lines, then 
-y' - 0 is a linear combination of them: 
-11- 
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(2) /r k cK - — 
for any line passing through the point of intersection of two 
distinct lines can be expressed as a linear combinat ion of 
the two lines. 
Hence : 
(3) kcA +fô-v= 0 
and the lines are linearly dependent. If the lines - 0, 
$ z 0 are identical, there exist two constants, k, JL , not 
both zero, such that 
(4) k * 4 lH Z_ 0, 
consequently, the identity 
( 5 ) k </• + $$ 4 ta ^ * 0, 
wnere ta -0 and k and JL have the values different from zero, 
is satisfied, and the three lines are linearly dependent. 
Theorem 2. If the three distinct lines are linearly 
dependent with no one of the constants of dependence equal 
to zero, then equations of the lines can be so chosen th^t the 
constants of dependence will all be unity. 
Proof : Let 
(1) d\Z o, ê - 0, Vs o 
be three distinct lines which are linearly dependent, that is 
to say 
(2 ) k à' 41 fi i m V z 0, 
where no one of the constants is equal to zero. ITow k <A = 0 , 
tgz 0, m V - 0 are also equations of the lines (l) and when we 
.etk/: / MS, KiV-h the identity ( 2 ) then b< >ee omes 
(3) = <3 . 
Theorem 3. A necessary and sufficient condition that 
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three distinct lines, one through each vertex of the triangle 
whose sides are <=4= 0, $ - 0, ~V ~ 0, be concurrent is tnat 
their equations can be put in tne form: 
(1) B - C> - 0, GV-Aokzo,A^-B/? = 0. 
Proof: The condition is evidently sufficient, for if 
the equations have the form (l), they rexoresent three lines one 
through each vertex of the given triangle, and they are linear¬ 
ly dependent with constants of the dependence all equal to unity. 
To show that the condition is necessary, we note that 
since one line passes through each vertex their equations will 
have the forms: 
(2) B + C'K - 0, Cv+AU: 0, A «A + B 'êz 0. 
Since they are concurrent, they are linearly dependent 
and their equations can be so chosen that the constants of 
dependence will all be equal to unity: 
(3) (B $ -»■ C* V ) f (Cv + AU) + ( A <+• 3 ) =0 
or (A + A' ) + (B + B* ) - C* )v ; Û. 
From the identity (3) 
(A +A' ) = 0, (3 •+ B* ) = 0 and (C +C) - 0 
since otnerwise <^ = 0, P> - 0, V - 0 would be concurrent. 
But this is not true since they are sides of a triangle. :/e 
have then: 
(4) A' - -A, B» - -B and C - -G. 
Taerefore, by direct substitution from the equalities (4)» 
we get the desired form: 
(5) B/#-CV=0, C y' - AJ> - 0 , A°* - B$ - 0. 
Theorem 4. A necessary and sufficient condition that 
three distinct points,, one on each side of a tri- 
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angle whose sides are - 0, $ - 0, V= 0 ,be collinear, is 
that their coordinates can be put in the forms?(Figure 2) 
Bb - Gc, Cc - Aa, Aa - Bb. 
The condition is evidently sufficient; coordinates 
Bb - Cc, Gc - Aa, Aa - Bb represent three collinear points,one 
on each side of the triangle. 
The proof that the condition is necessary follows: 
The three points, since they are collinear, are linearly 
dependent. Their coordinates 
3b + C'c, Cc +-A*a, Aa + B'b, 
can oe so chosen that the constants of tne dependence will all 
be equal to unity. 
(Bb 4- C’c) 4- (Cc 4-A'a) (Aa + B'b) - 0 
Hence (A +A')a 4- (B + B')b + (C ♦ C')c = 0 , 
and we have 
A+A' = 0, 
B + B' =0, 
G + G’ = 0, 
since a, b and c cannot be linearly dependent being tne co¬ 
ordinates of the vertices of a triangle. It follows that 
A' = -A, 
B' - -B, 
G * = -G, 
Therefore, we obtain the required coordinates, 
Bb - Cc, Gc - Aa, Aa - Bb, 
(b) Metric Applications. 
Theorem 1. Let the equation of two lines, in the 
normal form, be - 0, & - 0. Then the equations of tne 
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bisectors of the angles between yà = 0 and ^ - 0 are B ~a( - 0 
and /B * - 0. (Figure 3) 
Proof: The bisector of 3 is the line which is equi¬ 
distant from the lines ck - 0, & - 0. The directed distances 
from a point on the bisector to the lines d - 0, ft - 0, are 
the first members of the equations: 
d^ = ck , - <6 . 
The directed distances being in the ratio k, we have 
<^= ki - 0. 
Therefore, the line às- k/J - 0 is the locus of trie point which 
moves so that its directed distances from B> Z Q anu cK - 0 are 
in the ratio k. If k 7 0, the line passes through tne two 
regions bounded by o, cA* 0, one of wnicn contains the 
origin; if k<0, tne line passes through the other regions. 
Theorem 2. The bisectors of the internal angles of a 
triangle meet in a point. (figure 4) 
Proof: Choose the origin 0 inside tae triangle, and 
let the equations, in tne normal form, of tne sides oe &>- 0, 
fo - 0, V d 0; tnen the internal bisector of 3, the locus of 
the point which moves' so that its directed distances from 
v= 0 and ds = 0 are in the ratio 1 is, by the preceding theorem 
V- t< = 0. In an analogous manner the internal bisectors of 
A and C are /$- v" = 0 and / - jt& - 0, respectively. 
These lines are linearly dependent, for the constants, k, 
J(!, and ra, not all zero, exist, such that 
k( y' - ck ) ■+ l( ^ ■ V ] + m( - # ) = 0, 
since the following equations: 
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— k +- m = 0, 
J - m ~ 0, 
are satisfied with k,-^, and m, all equal to unity. Hence the 
bisectors are concurrent. 
Theorem 3. The bisectors of the exterior angles at 
two vertices of a triangle and the bisector of the interior 
angle at the third vertex are concurrent. (Figure 5J 
Proof: Let the equations, in normal form, of the 
sides of the triangle be ^ : 0, fê- 0, y'- 0, respectively. 
The equation of the bisector of the internal angle at A 
is 0. The equation of the bisector of the external 
angle at B is V'f <k - 0, for the external bisector of B is the 
locus of a point which moves so that its directed distances 
from Y - 0 and <À - 0 are in the ratio -1. Similarly, the 
equation of the external bisector at C is ^ + 0. 
The equations of the three lines are linearly dependent, 
with constants of dependence 1, -1, 1. Thus, the lines are 
concurrent. 
Theorem 4. If three lines, one through each vertex of 
a triangle, meet in a point P-^, the three lines, one through 
each vertex which make the same angles as the given lines with 
the bisectors of the angles, but lie on the opposite siue of 
the bisectors, meet in a point P . The two points, P, and p.., 
N 
are known as isogonal conjugate points with respect to the 
given triangle. 
Proof: In Figure 6 let the equations of the sides 
of the triangle be ctsz 0» 3z 0 and V'r 0* The equations of 
the concurrent lines, by hypothesis, joining the vertices to 
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Px, are : 
3F1 ; Cv- A J. = 0 , 
AP1 ; Bii - Cr : 0, 
CP ; A A - 3$ - 0, Projective Theorem (3). 
Since Lg goes through B common to both BC and BA, it is 
identically the same as a certain linear coraoination of ^ ; Û 
and 'V' - 0, the equations of BC and BA, respectively. Hence 
equation of is 
(l) k -1, z 0. 
The line 
(kjv' - 4^) " (G'y'“ AA) = 0 
bisects the angle formed by BP^ and Lg. 
But 
( lei - (Cv- A A ) - 0 is also the same as 
the line - J» = 0 which bisects the angle between V = 0 and 
0. Therefore, 
( -v - - (C-^-Aek) z V - A , or 
( k-^ - C)v - (4. " A ) — V - A . 
Prom this identity we obtain a relationship between k|( andJ, , 
namely : 
kx - c . 1 or kx = ~ 
A + °* 
il - Â 
If^x r 1, then k]_ = 1 • A f C, Putting these values of kx 
and J[ in (l) we have: 
La: (l - A + c)/-A= o. 
In an analogous manner we may obtain the equations of the lines, 
L-3 (l- A + C)Y - (1 - A + 3)/i z 0 and 
Lx ( 1 - A +3 ) /&• - A : 0* 
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The equations L-j_, and are linearly dependent with 
constants of dependence equal to unity. Tnus the lines Lp, 
and are concurrent and meet in the point 
2. Harmonic Division. 
(a) i-ro.j ect ive Theorems. 
Theorem 1. If three distinct points, one on 
each side of a triangle,are collinear, the three lines which 
join their harmonic conjugates with respect to the vertices 
of the triangle,to the opposite vertex, are concurrent. 
Proof: In figure 7, take as the coordinates of P-^.P^ 
P^: (ax, , a,.), (b1, b^, b3), (c1, c^, c3), respectively. 
The coordinates of Q , Q,3 will then be in the form: 
Bb - Gc, Gc - Aa, Aa - Bb, where A, B, G are con¬ 
stants ( Section 1, Projective Tneorem 4). Hence Rj_, R^, R^ 
will have the coordinates; 
Bb -f Gc, Gc 4 Aa, Aa + Bb, for Rn , R.,, R„ are & o 
the harmonic conjugates of Q,n , ^, Q, , respectively. 
^ 3 
The equations of PiR-, , P9R , P„R in abbreviated notation ^ «->3 
are : 
(1) jX a Bb f Cc / - 0, 
(2) /X b Cc 4 Aa / - 0, 
(3) |X c Aa + Bb I = 0, 
respectively. (An abbreviated notation for the determinant 
ai A °i 
is b c| .) Equations (1), (2) and (3) meet in a point P 
with coordinates Bb + Gc 4 Aa, because these coordinates satis 
■19 
fy the three equations simultaneously. Consider, for example, 
(l)t 
|Aa +■ Bb + Ce a Bb + Ce I -C. 
The above d terminant is the same as 
jAa 4" Bb -A Ce a Aa v Bb + Ccj 
which is equal to zero since two columns are identical. Hence, 
the three lines are concurrent. 
Theorem 2. The diagonals of a complete quadrilateral 
are separated harmonically by the lines .joining their point 
of intersection to the vertices on the tnird diagonal. (Figure 8) 
Proof: Let the equations of the sides of the quadri¬ 
lateral be ^- G, ft - 0,~V^ 0, - 0. Since any four 
lines in a lane are linearly dependent, their equations may 
be so diosen that 
cA t ft + v + ~ o. 
Then d 4-^ anddi$ - 0 represent the same line as 
y-h ^ - 0, that is the line through the intersection of 
- 0, O - 0 and the intersection of > - 0, X I Q, the 
line EE*. Hence v/e have as the equations of the diagonals of 
the given quadrilateral 
AB : <5^ ~t 1) Z C or p-t v- Z u 
CD : cA + V Z Ü or 6+ l z Ü 
EP : - 0 or •> + S : o, 
= 0 is a linear combination of r o, t: 0; also 





There fore equation of EO is ck - fi -- 0. But the 
equation of EF i s ck +• P 0. Hence AE, OE, ED, 
form a harmonic set. Then also C, G, B, F form a harmonic 
-ÜO- 
set; and OG, ÛG, OS, OP form a harmonie set, that is, the 
diagonals OG and OB are separated harmonically oy tne lines 
joining their point of intersection, 0, to the vertices L and 
l** on the third diagonal. 
(b).Metric Applications. 
Theorem 1. The medians of a triangle are con¬ 
current . 
Proof: Consider figure 9. The points at infinity, 
one on each side of the triangle,are collinear because tnere 
is only one line at infinity in a plane and the points must lie 
on that line. 
The midpoints of the sides of the triangle are harmonic 
conjugates of the points at infinity with respect to the ver¬ 
tices. 
Then by Projective Theorem 1, the lines joining these 
points to the opposite vertices are concurrent. 
Theorem 2. Two finite nonisotropic lines are 
mutually perpendicular if and only if they are separated 
harmonically by isotropic lines through tneir point of inter¬ 
section. 
Proof: Setting up a relationship between the cross 
ratio and the slopes of four lines, let us consider tne points 
x^ , x0, x~, x^ in which the four lines intersect the x-axis. 
Let the perpendicular from tne vertex of tne pencil to tne 
x-axis be the y-axis. He know that cross ratio is preserved 
under projection; therefore the cross ratio of the four lines 
will be tne same as tne cross ratio of the corresponding four 
points. 
The slopes of the line-s would have the following values; 
U) /\ r y y A \ = 
*> ? 
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x x2 x3 
*_z_ 
x4 
The cross ratio of the four points x^, x^, x3, x4 is 
given by the equation: 
(2.) (x^x.^, XjX^ ) - .(.Xj- Xj ) ( x4 - xa) 
TX3- X^)(x4 - x1) 
Substitution in thi s equation for the x's in terms of y and 
A's , we get : 
(3) y - X x - X 
A 3 A1 A 4 A2 
x - X X - X 
ft 3 ft 2 7V4 Ap 
(Ai-^)y (V A4^ 
fti A3 A a A4 - txi -xi)(A 
Ad -ft3) y (Ai - ft4)y (ft2-A 3) Ul - Â 4) 
Ah A3 M A4 
Theref ore : 
<4> (Wp4> : (A3"Ap)(A4 . 
(A3-*2) (A4 -*1) 
In the formula for the cross ratio of the lines l^l^ljlj 
di 12 1i I j ) «J ■ r » 
let us compute r. Allow the slopes of lp and 1^ to oeXp andX 
Those of lj and lj are -i and i. Hence from (4) we have 
(s) . (ftp 4 i)(/^2 -i) s (uApft^JiiUa - ^-lJ . 
(ftp — IJ^TT) ( l+^pft-^ ïüü ^a i* ) 
The angle ©, between the line lp and 1a is the differ¬ 
ence between the angles which these lines make with the hori¬ 
zontal. Hence: 





from (5) we ootain 
/£ =• ÙL i 
7- J © 
or 
(7) Jra^, O ^ L-j • 
If two lines are separated harmonically by two other 
lines, the cross ratio of the four lines is -1. Therefore 
(7) becomes 
tan 0= -fa - ^ , 
and the angle whose tangent is equal to infinity is a right 
angle. 
Theorem 3. If an ordinary quadrilateral has as .its 
sides four isotropic lines,two of each kind0 the diagonals 
are mutually perpendicular and bisect each other. 
Proof: In Figure 10 the other two vertices of the 
complete quadrilateral of which the ordinary quadrilateral is 
a part would be points at infinity in the direction of slope 
-i and i. The lines joining the intersection of AG and 3D to 
these vertices are isotropic lines, for they pass through the 
circular points at infinity. AG and BD are separated har¬ 
monically by the isotropic lines through their point of inter¬ 
section, for the third diagonal of the ordinary quadrilateral 
is the line at infinity. The lines joining the intersection 
of the two actual diagonals to the vertices on the tnira 
diagonal will oe the isotropies through, the point of inter¬ 
section, for the sides are isotropic lines. Then these iso¬ 
tropies separate the actual lines harmonically and hence 
tne actual lines are perpendicular. (See Projective Theorem 7) 
The harmonic conjugates of the point at infinity with 
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respect to two actual pointais the midpoint of the segment 
joining the two actual points. Thus, AG and BL bisect eacn 
other. 
Theorem 4. The harmonic conjugate of the midpoint of 
two points with respect to the points is tue ideal point on 
the line and conversely. 
Proof: The points Pj and P^ are said to separate the 
points P. and P0 harmonically if tne ratio in which P divides 
1 * o 
P-j_ and P^ is the negative of the ratio in which P^ divides 
P-j_ and P . 
If P is the midpoint of the segment PiP, , then P, 
ô i & o 
divides P^ and in the ratio P^F^ j Pv,P^ - -1. 
Then the harmonic conjugate of P^ must divide P^ and P^ 
in the ratio 1. Since the ratio is positive, P^ must oe on 
the external segment P^P^ and if P^.^ * P4P(C>, ^4 
raust 136 tne 
point at infinity. 
Theorem 5: The harmonic conjugate of the bisector 
of an angle between two lines is perpendicular to the bisector. 
Proof: Let Li and L0 be the two lines and L the bi- 
sector of the angle between L-^ and "L (See Figure 11). Take 
a line L, perpendicular to Lj and cutting Lq , L^, L3 in A,B,G, 
respectively. Consequently, the harmonic conjugate of C, with 
respect to A and 3 is tne point at infinity on L. 
Then the lines joining these points to the vertex V of 
the angle also form a harmonic set. These are the lines 
LQ_ , , Lj.and a line L', parallel to L and consequently 
perpendicular to L-,. 
Theorem 6. In a harmonic set on a range, tne distance 
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frora the midpoint of a pair to either point of that pair is 
the geometric mean oetween the distances from tne midpoint to 
the points of the other pair. 
Proof: Let tne origin in an abscissa coordinate system 
be the midpoint of the two points and x^ and let these 
two points, with X3 and x^form a harmonic set. 
X1 = -x2 
Por the theorem to hold,we must have 
(1) = 
If the set is harmonic: 
( 2 ; __ ^ t- 5^/ 
X'V) 
Z^- + V «rW. * 
C~- **VT 
3. Vanisiiing Points 
(a) Protective Theorems. The theorem considered 
in this section depends only on the definitions given in 
Chapter III. 
(b) Metric Applications. 
(l) Theorem 1. In any projectivity between 
ranges in which both vanishing points are actual points, the 
product of the distances of the two corresponding points from 
the vanishing points of their respective ranges is constant; 
conversely, if two points move on two ranges in such a manner 
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that the product of their distances from two fixed points, one 
on each of the respective ranges, is constant, they will de¬ 
scribe projective ranges of which the two fixed points are 
vanishing points. 
Proof: Let the equation of the projectivity be 
the inverse of which is 
x - dx - b . 
"Ox' -f- a 
.Then y, * Likewise, 
/ 
when » y Ÿ ’ 
Then if £ the vanishing points are actual points. 
The product of the distances of two corresponding 
points from the vanishing points of their respective ranges is 
(rtZ - ecJi 
Conversely, let a and a*be the two fixed points on tne 
two ranges and x and x^he moving points. Then by hypothesis 
(x - a)(x - a) - k, 
the following expression; 
&)( ad^-±^=j -) 
Combining and multiplying we havei 
(fy + JL ) f -h ) - 
which is obviously a constant. 
or 
' ' ' 1 - i xx -ax - a x aa — k. 
Solving for x we have 
» . ». = ax +[k» aaj 
x' - a' 
the equation of a projective transformation. 
/ _ 
If x - °o, then x * a and similarly if x -**», 
/ ' 
x - a . 
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4. Involutions 
(a) Protective Theorems. As in section 3,the 
theorems in this section depend only on tne projective de¬ 
finitions given in Chapter III. 
(b) Metric Applications 
Theorem 1. The product of the directed distances 
from the center of an involution on a line to a pair of points 
in the involution is constant. 
Proof: The center of the involution is the finite 
point which is paired by the involution with the point at 
infinity. The equation of the involution, expressed in terms 
of a metric coordinate x on tne finite line, is of tne form 
x* « aix 4 ah 
b x - aj 
since, if the general linear transformation 
x«= 
alx + a2 
bpx -f b^ 
is to be its own inverse, then b^ a ~a.) . If the origin is 
taken as tne center of the involution, the limit of x* when 
x becomes infinite must be zero, and hence, aq = 0. Thus we 
obtain as a normal form for the equation of tne involution 
x’x - c c ^ 0 
Application: Let a pencil of circles through 
the distinct points A and 3 be given as in (figure 11),and let 
L be a line which cuts the common chord A3 in a finite point 0 
external to the segment AB. Then the pairs of points in which 
L cuts the circles of the pencil form a hyperbolic involution 
with 0 as center. For if P and P' are points of intersection 
of an arbitrary circle G .of the pencil with L, then 
OP- OP* - OA - OB, and hence, since OA - OB is 
constant, the coordinates x and x' of P and P1, referred to 
0 as origin, are connected by the relation 
xx' = c2 r OA* OB 
from the figure = OA • OB = C^. Hence.a circle with 0 as 
center and OT as radius will intersect L on the point x = G. 
Theorem 2. An involution in a pencil, other than the 
circular involution, contains just one pair of perpendicular 
1ines. 
Proof: Since cross ratio is preserved by projection 
we have 
(1) (ETEOE-VS) = (E* S' El E') 
^ 12 3 
under a projective transformation. 
If we write out the algebraic expression for these cross 
ratios, we see that there are two points which are transformed 
into themselves by the transformation (1). We call these 
points, fixed or double points. 
If we let Ep and E^ be the two fixed elements, we get 
from equation (l), that 
(2) (EpE^* EsEj') = (EpE^, EE'); that is, that 
the cross ratio in which the two fixed elements are divided 
by a pair of corresponding elements is a constant. We call 
this constant the characteristic invariant of the transformation 
If this constant is equal to -1, every element goe3 in¬ 
to its harmonic conjugate with respect to the double elements 
and we have, therefore, an involution since the transformation 
is its own inverse 
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Consider an involution in a pencil of lines whose douole 
lines are the isotropies. Then all of the pairs of lines in 
the involution are perpendicular. (See Theorem 2, Section 2b) 
Suppose an involution has two pairs of perpendiculr lines 
that are corresponding. If this is true, then the involution 
would have at least two pairs of lines in common with the 
circular involution in the pencil. Hence it would be identi¬ 
cal with the circular involution, since an involution is 
uniquely determined by two pairs of corresponding elements, as 
we see from its equation: (EqE^SE) = -1. 
-29- 




Collinear Points, One on Each side of a 
Triangle 
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Figure 3.- Bisectors of the Angles Between Two Lines 
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Figure 4.- Bisectors of the Interior Angles of a 
Triangle. 
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Figure 5.- Bisector of Cne Interior and Two Exterior 
Angles of a Triangle 
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Figure 6.- Two Sets of Concurrent Lines Through tne 
Vertices of a Triangle 
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Figure 7 Related Collinear Points and Concurrent 
Lines. 
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Figure 8.- A Harmonic Set in a Complete quadrilateral. 
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Figure 9.- Medians of a Triangle. 
Figure 10.- An Ordinary Quadrilateral Whose Sides 
are Isotropic. . „ 
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Figure 11.- Harmonic Conjugate of the Bisector of an 
Angle Between Two Lines. 
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Figure lki.- Pencil of Circles. 
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